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KPMG's Executive Search and Recruitment Practice has 
over 30 years of experience serving clients across a wide 
range of functions and industries. 
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2 KPMG's Executive Search and Recruitment Practice 

Recruiting and retaining the best 
employees is one of the key elements 
of any successful business. The 
desire for greater productivity coupled 
with increased competitiveness has 
underlined the critical role people play 
in the success of their organisation. 
Yet, finding the right individual for 
the job is both challenging, and time-
consuming. The ideal candidate needs 
not only to have the right knowledge 
and qualifications, but also the personal 
skills to be able to quickly embrace a 
new organisational culture and share in 
its vision and goals. 

The secret to our success is simple. 
Our recruitment managers share our 
clients’ objectives and we leverage 
our resources to achieve these goals. 
By utilising our extensive experience 
and considerable regional knowledge, 
we aim to give a clear insight into the 
executive recruitment markets of China 
and Hong Kong. 

Our results are measured not just on a 
single placement, but on a candidate's 
subsequent success in the new 
position and the repeated business we 
have achieved with our clients. 

Our methodology and 
approach 
Our objective of each engagement 
is to submit a shortlist of candidates 
to enable the client to make a hiring 
decision. We aim to provide our clients 
with the best available candidates in 
the market; who have the necessary 
knowledge and skills and are driven by 
a genuine interest in the business of 
our clients. 

We keep close communication with 
our clients on the progress of the 
assignment. 

ͬพι˲ؿᗐᒄɾȹcΕכॶਪ׃ᜇ 
जϾӞࡗؿɮeͬพ߬ొঢ়́ଐ 
ɈᘏجɈcࡗɮగܰ˚߬ؿΐॖe 
ЎܰcذϳሬɁፕܰڳఒܥኝֲ 
ؿࣂɮАeଉؿɁፕɺඩ߬Ԯ 
ௐሬؿ༅ዃcᑹᎶॶਪӾ 
ጪɃณʔ̇ؿʼʝcႏʔ̇͌ؿ 
ᅟᗙౡe 

 ұcԎ˨ʗ༜߬ؿฟᐃ۪ʸࠨ҈
ؿᔔఒࠨ༅බe҈ؿࠨ҈͂  

۪ʸᐃɻಋԭΔؿɁɷ׃າ̟e 
cྦྷ՚ᖾΔਂᄤؿ؟ႏᖫcԾХ

ԒɁፕᆢྡྷྦྷ۪ʸؿพ৻τጙመe 

 cɺඩ̋ܰȹրȹրɮАιؿࠨ҈
 ԝcϤ˘ᑹ˿˞ՇາɁɡ࣐˲ιؿ
ΕณؿϽɐֺՅؿιగc˞ʥ۪ 
ʸᘗᙩկপ҈ొࠨԜ׃າר৻೩ʿࠍ 
Էଊe 

ɮАʿؒၤү 
ΕઅՇ۪ʸկপ܃c҈ࠨผͱ൬Ϸጂ 
ፕc৻ұొ͚۪ʸؿΊ௰ȿܰ 
 ɐ˿˞ҒԷϤɌଲτᗐᓻ̟ک
Ͻ༅ዃ߬ұؿɁፕ̔cᑹ߬ұ 

Ε׃າ༦ೡɻc҈ࠨผၤ۪ʸܛړ၇ 
ᐲᖎcᜑ۪ʸᐃ׃າɮАؿ൬ࢄ 
ੱؗe 
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We are systematic and meticulous in 
our search and recruitment approach 
incorporating the entire experience: 

• Meeting with our Search and 
Recruitment Manager 

• Search and Recruitment Plan 

• Producing a shortlist 

• Administrative services 

• Employee placement and follow up 

Meeting with our Search and 
Recruitment Manager 
The process begins as our experienced 
executive search and recruitment 
managers meet the client to develop a 
clear and accurate understanding of the 
organisation and the specific position. 
We discuss the client’s organisational 
structure and management framework 
alongside their operational practices, 
and the talent and experience required 
for the role in the long and short term. 

Based on this information, we can then 
help the client to put together a job 
description and candidate specification 
including a competitive benefits and 
remuneration package. 

Search and Recruitment Plan 
Next, we formulate an executive 
search strategy that is consistent 
with our client’s needs in terms of 
time, confidentiality and budget. 
We can devise a tailored search and 
recruitment plan combining Executive 
search, Database search, Advertised 
selection. 

Executive search 
Some positions demand unique skills 
profile and strict requirements on 
technical knowledge, professionalism 
and market standing. Our direct 
approach and headhunting services 
have the benefits of accessing a 
specific pool of candidates who may 
not appear in other sources. 

We will research the market to identify 
and define a target list of potential 
candidates. We seek and persuade our 
search targets to consider the position 
and engage in the selection process. 
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 ೡΣɎiݚɮАؿࠍτѵϤ˘Ͳࠨ҈

 ࠍາଉၤ۪ʸผ׃ •

• Թց׃າɮАི߮ 

• ొ͚ጂፕؿɁፕΊ௰ 

• ొԜϷרܧ৻ 

• Ϊખາ͂Ԏ།൬າ͂ؗੱ܃

招聘經理與客戶會面 

ࠖͱc҈׃ؿࠨາଉผၤ۪ʸผ  

ୀੱؗc˳ୂܢᓱဳଉܼ࿚˞ʥτ 
ᗐᓻϽؿᓻஐ߬ұeΕʗޢӠ۪ʸ 
ʔ̇ୂᓱဳଉܼ࿚พ৻Ꮺੱؗؿ 
ࣂc҈͛ࠨผদሃτᗐᓻϽΕٽ 
౨ʑֺ߬ұؿਿพҌॶe 

ਥכԒࢠڌc҈ڏࠨ˿˞ԾХ۪ʸ 
ԹցτᗐᓻϽؿᓻஐ߬ұາ͂ૈ  
ͧc˞ʥցȹτᘏجɈؿᑀ༭ါ 
Сʿ࣐e

搜尋及招聘計劃 

અɎԞc҈ࠨผԹցȹͫΕࣂංdړ 
ད့೩ʿࠍяॶଲ۪ʸ߬ұؿ 
 ʸ൴Ӹ߯ȹ۪ݯผࠨe҈࣐າʿ׃

ؿc˞dๅᆢΔᐃ۪ʸʔ̇ࠍ

ͫ˳фᓘר৻dϷܧɁࡗ༅ࢿᅕ⁻

າ׃ؿΕʑࢀชఖʥᄤйဗፕ೩ʑ

ͫ͌ᅟɁፕΊ௰cಳ܃Ϊખၤˢࠨઅ 

߮e

獵頭服務 

ȹԒᓻϽ߬ұԮௐऋࣦؿҌॶcԎ˘ 
ྦྷਿكپᖫdਿพ༅ࣟพވΔϽτ

着ᗲࣟ߬ؿұe҈ࠨ༦قઅઅᘩ 
ਿɷఖc˿˞અᘩԷԒΕԯˢɁ 
ɷ̟ᗒכҒԷؿਿพɁɡe 

Εྦྷ̟൬Ϸሁ܃ޢc҈ࠨผԹցȹ 

 ϣᄬτᗐᓻϽcԎઅՇࠨc༝႓ˢݡ
ဗፕe 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recruitment and search engagements 
by function

按職能劃分的人才招聘和搜尋工作 
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We always endeavour to promote our 
clients positively. Our respected brand 
coupled with a reputation for integrity 
and ethical conduct enhances our 
ability to attract desirable candidates, 
and to develop their trust which 
is critical to the entire recruitment 
experience. 

Database search 
A key tool in our search is our executive 
candidate databank which contains 
thousands of executives’ resumes in a 
wide range of industries, across China, 
Hong Kong SAR, and Asia: 

• Finance and Accounting 

• Risk Management, Compliance and 
Internal Audit 

• Legal and Company Secretarial 

• Banking and Corporate Finance 

• Human Resources, Administration, 
Training and Development 

• Manufacturing, Engineering and 
Supply Chain 

• Retail, Hospitality and Customer 
Services 

• Sales, Distribution, Business 
Development 

• Information Technology and 
Telecommunications 

• Marketing, Public Relations and 
Communications 

• Property and Asset Management   

We offer our clients an efficient 
and instant access to a wide pool 
of candidates. As one of the few 
companies to have established an 
executive database of professionals 
based in China, we can offer valuable 
insight into this competitive market. 

Advertised selection 
With our broad knowledge of the 
industry, we can advise our clients on 
the most appropriate media campaign 
to promote and market the position. 
Using our regional contacts and global 

 ԿࠨɈઐʍ۪ʸ̔c҈ߎȿผࠨ҈

พˋ̡cяᜑ҈ࠨॶਪмʵԷଉؿ 
ɁፕcԎԷˢͨڌؿࠨeͫͨڌ 
e߬ࠇݯາɮАϭ׃ኬכྦྷ

行政人員資料數據庫搜尋

 ɮ߬ࠇȹؿϳɁፕذࠨcܰ҈
Ԯeᅕኣνඑȿɻਝdࠗಋऋ 
ПϷਂܧԓਂݘʑ˞ɎΈϷพஈ 

• ল৻ʥผ߮ 

 ፮ဳଉdஃʥʑᄗ߮ࠓ •

 ࣊ʥʔ̇ो܁ؒ •

• ႺϷʥͬพল৻ 

ടڌؿᙷۂಶdᗲᔑؿ༞ᄨڌਿ

ᅕኣࢿ༅ࡗɁܧϷȿȹ͓ۺࠨ҈

Λͬพঢ়ဳؿᄚዃi

ϷܧɁࡗ༅ࢿᅕኣॶ҄આτࢽΔݯ

ᓻਝʑݯɐʭᅕਿ̟ک̳͌ܰࠨ

ؿᅕኣτᅚȹ͓ۺࡗਿพɁؿ

ɻਝdࠗಋऋПϷਂܧc˞ʥᅩԓ 

• ɁɈ༅dϷܧdফʥೕࢄ 

• ႇพdɮೡʥԜᎶᗆ 

• ཌྷਕdࣁ༝ʥ۪ʸר৻ 

• ሻਕdʗሻʥพ৻ׅࢄ 

 ڌҌʥཋࢠڌ •

• ̟dʔᗐʥඨ 

• ָΔଐʥ༅ଐဳଉ 

۪ʸొԜଠΛଲ߬ұؿɁፕcϤ҈ 

ʔ̇hΐϊc҈۪ݯ˞˿ࠨʸొԜɁ 
ɷ׃າ̟ณࢠڌؿe

廣告甄選 

 ᔔఒؿາ̟׃Εࠨኣ҈࣓˞˿ࠨ҈
cΉ۪ʸۺᘪሬؿఌԞೕ 
ˮτᗐᓻϽ׃ؿາࢠڌe҈ࠨᑹ˿˞ 
༦҈ؿࠨΔਂᐲᖎͲଈ၉cΕ 

 ఌؿΔਂɺѼβ �� �ࡼ೩ԯˢਝݘ
ೕЗ׃າࢠڌe� 
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network, our media campaign is able to 
cover both print and electronic media 
in China, Hong Kong SAR and other 
countries / regions in Asia, Europe and 
America. 

We will draft an advertisement and 
display it under the brand of KPMG 
Executive Search and Recruitment to 
attract the interests of the candidates. 
Our recognised commitment 
to professionalism and integrity 
encourages applications from serious 
and high calibre candidates. 

To further enhance the initial response 
from high quality candidates, we will 
also feature the opportunity on our 
KPMG China website. 

Producing a shortlist 
All applications are rigorously assessed 
against the job description and 
candidate specification, previously 
formulated and agreed with our client. 

Potential candidates are then evaluated 
over a series of personal interviews 
conducted by our search and 
recruitment managers. We also offer 
psychometric assessment and testing 
services encompassing personality 
questionnaires and aptitude tests to 
supplement the selection process. 

Candidates are shortlisted based 
on their motivation, qualification 
and experience. We aim to provide 
our clients with the best available 
candidates in the market who not only 
have the knowledge and skills but also 
a genuine interest in the business of 
our clients. 

Administrative services 
Our services include dealing with 
various administrative matters 
associated with the assignment. These 
matters primarily comprise scheduling 
interviews and assessments (written 
test and group meeting), keeping 
candidates informed of the status of 
the selection, and upon the client’s 
instruction, notifying candidates of the 
outcome of selection. 

 Ίຮ৻רາ׃ชఖʥࡗɁܧϷؿۤ
༗c˞мʵұᓻɁɡؿ؇෮e҈ؿࠨ 
ฑพ၀ुרڌ৻cՇԷ̟ٛؿ 
ցcΐϤॶਪмʵԷႏभӞ͇ؿ 
ᇼɁe 

 ɐ༗ࠒ၉ؿɖผΕଓۤɻਝࠨ҈
τᗐᓻϽ׃ؿາࢠڌc˞мʵҡΛঢ় 
ॖሔؿɁፕe

提交經篩選的人選名單 

 ᓻஐ߬ұາؿၤ۪ʸਆցࠨ๑҈ܘ
͂ૈͧc҈ࠨผᗲᔑԎୀΔിЅֺ 

અɎԞc҈׃ؿࠨາଉผ༦ȹӡ 

າᄤйcԎ˞ଓ׃ผউᏃȹͫࠨ҈

τ͇ᇼɁֺొ͚ؿ༅ࢿe

ͶࠍؿcിЅଲٱፕૈ͇ͧؿᇼ

ΐdҁࡈұᓻؿੀ࣓ኣ͇ᇼɁࠨ҈

߬ұؿɁፕ̔cᑹ߬ұԒɁፕᆢྡྷ

ܘ൬ೡc˞ʥؿผ͇ᇼɁτᗐဗፕك

๑۪ʸ͐ܞؿ͇كᇼɁဗፕؿ  

Ɂe҈ࠨᑹ˿˞ొԜ˳ܢᓻพֲΉਐ 
ՂॶɈඪΉಡΕʑؿɁɷಡിר 
৻c˥ဗፕɮАҡͲࠍ۪ᜮe 

Ήd༅ዃАˮጂፕc৻ұొ͚ 
۪ʸؿΊ௰ȿ̟ܰکɐ˿˞ 
ҒԷϤɌଲτᗐᓻϽ༅ዃ 

ྦྷ۪ʸؿพ৻τጙመe

行政服務 

 ޚາɮА׃୮ଉၤܢ˳ᑹ৻רؿࠨ҈
ᗐؿΈඖϷܧɮАc˚߬˳ܢΪખ 
۪ʸࠍʥി࣏� �೫ɩୂদሃ�� d 
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Employee placement and follow up 
We support clients as they negotiate 
employment terms and conditions 
with selected candidates. We can also 
assist with background checks such as 
obtaining references and confirming 
qualifications. 

We also maintain regular contact with 
the placed candidates to help smooth 
the transition period. 

Why select us 
We are one of the few recruitment 
companies in Hong Kong to be directly 
affiliated to a large professional 
organisation. This gives access to 
a wide network of professionals 
with international experience and 
professional qualifications. 

We focus on each client’s specific 
requirements, and customise our 
search strategy accordingly. We aim 
to provide our client the best available 
candidates in the market. 

We offer: 

• A personalised long-term relationship: 
our success is measured on 
the subsequent success of the 
candidates we place, and the repeat 
business we have from our clients. 

• A customised full service range 
incorporating the entire recruitment 
process from advertising through to 
executive searches tailored to meet 
each client’s precise demands. 

• A prestigious brand name which 
instils trust and confidence of 
candidates 

A few words from our clients 
We pride ourselves in delighting our 
clients with our service; here are just a 
few words from some of them: 

“KPMG Executive Search and 
Recruitment was able to find quality 
candidates for our key positions. They 
conducted the search professionally 
with very good follow-up.” 

Human Resources Director – One of 
the world’s largest and fast growing 
lifestyle and apparel groups

安排聘用並跟進聘用後情況

ਆາ͂ૈಁeၤϊࣂc҈ࠨᑹ˿˞ 

ԝΣॗՅઐᔈڌʥྡྷ࣏༅ዃe 

ϊ̔c҈ࠨᑹผၤՇາɁɡܛړᐲ  
ᖎc˞ԾХˢ̡ࠨᖇΔ༦ಎԷณؿɮ 
АϽe 

ಳɾፕ 

พר৻ዀ࿚׃ؿາʔ̇ɾȹeΐϊc 
ਿพɁɡ၉ؿઅᘩԷᕡɣ˞˿ࠨ҈  
cϤԒਿพɁɡяԮௐɺᆲᕿ 
 ਝeؿਿพ༅ࣟᔔఒؿ

 ऋց߬ұcԹցؿʸ۪ৌྦྷҰࠨ҈
 າ೪c৻ұΉ۪ʸొԜ׃ؿᎶޚ
 ሬɁፕeؿɐ˿˞ҒԷ̟ک

 ൙ɾ୮iࠨ҈

ȹࡼɣێʥ҄ᄈؿٽͲଈࣂֆר 

൴Ӹ߯ؿͲʿϽר৻iͅᄤй೪

ᇼɁᆠ͇ؿผԾХ۪ʸၤጂፕˮࠨ҈

ԾХ۪ʸྦྷɃፕɁɡ൬Ϸ߇ౡᄗ݅c

ਿێઅቌɣقࡼಋʭᅕడࠗܰࠨ҈

 ۪ݯ෮Ӯcɖΐؿᅥ෮ᚹՅ۪ʸࠨ҈

ིԷϷܧɁࡗ༅ࢿᅕኣชఖ೩ȹ 

 ι˲ɺඩؿࠨi҈ڝАᗐؿႩٽ��•
 ؿɁɡΕณؿາ׃ֺࠨଊΕ҈ٲ
ϽɐֺՅؿιగcᑹଊΕ۪ 
ʸᘗᙩկপ҈ొࠨԜ׃າר৻e 

•� 

ӡͶ׃າ༦ೡcҰ۪ʸྡྷؿ 
߬ұe 

•��ԿടۂؿಶࢽᎶi૯ұᓻɁɡؿ 

ፆeڌ

客戶的評價

ʸ෮҈רؿࠨ৻ϤԷརၦe˞Ɏ 
ܰʗ۪ʸྦྷ҈ؿࠨിძi 

§ଓۤؿϷܧɁࡗชఖʥ׃າר  
৻cذࠨ҈ݯϳԷడ߬ࠇᓻϽؿˮ 
ϳɁፕeˢרؿࠨ৻ɺඩਿพcϤ˘ 
ѧഁ՚Էe� 

එ྆�z�ɁɈ༅ᐢဟ 
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Contact us 
For more information, please contact: 

Bonn Liu 
Director 
K Executive Recruitment Limited 
KPMG 
Tel : +852 2522 6022 
Fax : +852 2845 2588 
bonn.liu@kpmg.com.hk 

Michelle Hui 
Senior Manager 
K Executive Recruitment Limited 
KPMG 
Tel : +852 2826 8075 
Fax : +852 2526 6967 
michelle.hui@kpmg.com.hk 

Address : 8th Floor, Prince s Building, 
10 Chater Road, Central, 
Hong Kong 

ᐲᖎ҈ࠨ

廖潤邦 
ԑ 
K Executive Recruitment Limited 

ཋi+852 2522 6022� 
ඨभi+852 2845 2588 

bonn.liu@kpmg.com.hk

許秀芝 
ঢ়ज़ଉ 
ଓۤ 
K Executive Recruitment Limited 

ཋi+852 2826 8075 

ඨभi+852 2526 6967 

michelle.hui@kpmg.com.hk 
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“KPMG recruitment service has been 
very professional and helpful to clients 
by delivering valued and timely service 
which well suit the client’s particular 
business needs.” 

Head of Finance and Operation – One 
of the world’s leading chemical groups 

“KPMG Executive Search and Selection 
always provides professional and 
effective services to us. Its consultants 
are resourceful and give quality advice 
on executive search strategies.” 

General Manager, Human Resources 
and Administration of a HKSE listed 
blue chip group 

“The recruitment consultants have 
provided an excellent service to our 
company. They have assisted us in 
growing our operation in the region.” 

Vice President of an US and UK-listed 
electronics and telecommunications 
group 

About KPMG 
KPMG is a global network of 
professional firms providing Audit, 
Tax and Advisory services. It operates 
in 145 countries and has more than 
123,000 staff working in firms around 
the world. 

KPMG China has over 7,000 
professionals working in 12 offices. 
These offices are located in Beijing, 
Qingdao, Shenyang, Shanghai, 
Chengdu, Hangzhou, Guangzhou, 
Fuzhou, Shenzhen, Nanjing, Hong Kong 
and Macau. 
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www.kpmg.com.cn
 

www.kpmg.com.hk
 

Beijing ˵ԕ 
8th Floor, Tower E2, Oriental Plaza 
1 East Chang An Avenue 
Beijing 100738, China 
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50th Floor, Plaza 66 
1266 Nanjing West Road 
Shanghai 200040, China 
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 : 200040 

Tel ཋ : +86 (21) 2212 2888 
Fax ඨभ�: +86 (21) 6288 1889 
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8th Floor, West Tower, Julong Building 
9 Hangda Road 
Hangzhou 310007, China 
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 : 310007 

Tel ཋ : +86 (571) 2803 8000 
Fax ඨभ�: +86 (571) 2803 8111 

Shenzhen ૯Γ 
9th Floor, China Resources Building 
5001 Shennan East Road 
Shenzhen 518001, China 
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 : 518001 

Tel ཋ : +86 (755) 2547 1000 
Fax ඨभ�: +86 (755) 8266 8930 

 Qingdao ࢌڇ
4th Floor, Inter Royal Building 
15 Donghai West Road 
Qingdao 266071, China 
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46th Floor, Zhujiang No.1 Plaza 
1 Zhujiang Road 
Nanjing 210008, China 
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 : 210008 

Tel ཋ : +86 (25) 8691 2888 
Fax ඨभ�: +86 (25) 8691 2828 

Guangzhou ᄤή 
38th Floor, Teem Tower 
208 Tianhe Road 
Guangzhou 510620, China 
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 : 510620 

Tel ཋ : +86 (20) 3813 8000 
Fax ඨभ�: +86 (20) 3813 7000 

Hong Kong ࠗಋ 
8th Floor, Prince s Building 
10 Chater Road 
Central, Hong Kong 
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Tel ཋ : +852 2522 6022 
Fax ඨभ�: +852 2845 2588 

Shenyang ᓍඈ 
27th Floor, Tower E, Fortune Plaza 
59 Beizhan Road 
Shenyang 110013, China 
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Shanghai ɐࣵ  ԕ Nanjing Chengdu ιڲ
18th Floor, Tower 1, Plaza Central 
8 Shuncheng Avenue 
Chengdu 610016, China 
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Tel ཋ : +86 (28) 8673 3888 
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25th Floor, Fujian BOC Building 
136 Wu Si Road 
Fuzhou 350003, China 
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Tel ཋ : +86 (591) 8833 1000 
Fax ඨभ�: +86 (591) 8833 1188 

Macau ዌپ 
24th Floor, B&C, Bank of China Building 
Avenida Doutor Mario Soares 
Macau 
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